
Babies 
Bottom !

Being a late 
developer in the 

beard department, 
I’ve never had one worthy of a profes-

sional shave. But now, as hair disappears from up 
top, I find that it reappears on my face and I have 
sufficient growth to sit down at a Turkish Berber’s 
with pride. So for our specialist local shave-off, 
while Tony is off to the ‘Ditch’, I head uptown to 
Dalston Cross, with Andy on camera and Ian on 
sound recording.

It’s your typical rainy night in 
Dalston; we pass a film crew 
running about with a steady-cam 
and blazing lights, and young 
musos queuing and/or smoking 
outside Barden’s Boudoir as we 
pop down a side street and in 
to the splendid Korat Bereber 
Salonu.

The place is very friendly; 
almost a social club, it’s open 
‘til midnight. There’s tea on tap, 
a Kopuz (Turkish lute) being 
practiced in the corner, and the 
décor is vibrant with a charming 
kitsch. Homeland posters and 
nick-nacks adorn the walls, with 
a Swiss chalet-style office / den above the counter.

In the basement is a marble-covered jewel in the 
form of an Ottoman-style Turkish bath, opening in 
two months time and with women’s days promised. 
Owner Murat has visited every other Turkish bath 
in London (there are 33, by the way), and is deter-
mined to make his the best: an authentic steam and 
massage, with no funny business.

Originally from sun-kissed Adana on the southeast 
Turkish coast, Murat has had the place for 5 years. 
“I like all this much better that the Kebab shop I Pic’s by Rosie Wolfenden & Andy Lee

used to run”, he says with a 
beam of satisfaction. And, like a 
kebab shop, there’s a good mix 
of clientele. “We’re open all day 
and get a lot of homebound 
trade from the city; 60% non-
Turkish”.

My turn comes up, so Andy 
zooms around clicking up 
thousands of pictures and Ian lumbers up and sticks 
funny little microphones in my ears to record shav-
ing action as part of his binaural sound project.

Mehmet, my barber, gets going with a big whipping 
of Arco (the best) shaving crème to loosen things 
up (I don’t lick it either, Tony!) My beard is not as 
hefty as the ginger man, but I get all the care and 
attention I could possibly hope for nonetheless. 
Wow! I’m not used to this amount of pampering!

After the shave, there’s a fragrant lemon face wash 
over the basin, hot towels ap-
plied by Hidir the trainee (it 
takes12 months to learn to 
shave properly), and then its 
back to Mehmet for face crèmes 
and a shoulder massage. Finally, 
a stick with flaming alcohol gel 
on the end is used to remove 
the fluff around the ears. Mmm! 
Burning flesh! I love it!

More men should definitely get into this grooming 
lark; at a fiver it could become an addictive little 
outing and a treat. I only regret not discovering the 
pleasure years ago, and I’ll be going back again very 
soon - with the additional Turkish basement baths 
for a full body happy finish!

With my baby-bottomed face, we say “iyi aksham-
lar” and head off back past the film crew and down 
to Arcola Street for a slap-up Turkish dinner at the 
Mangal.   Dalston Rocks!
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